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 “Let the Troops Loose Mr. Former President.” 

by Lauren A. Hunter 

 
In 1807 the U.S Government made an official law stating that the 

President of the United States would be able to use an Insurrection Act. The 
Insurrection Act allows the U.S troops to come out if the capitol or any other 
major place was ever attacked. In this article, I will discuss the attack on the 
United States capitol which took place on January 6th, 2021. 

   A few days before the capital was attacked, former President Trump made 
a speech, and a lot of his supporters thought his speech was giving them the 
idea to attack the capitol. Turns out January 6th of 2021, that very thing 
happened. Turns out a lot of terrorists attacked the capitol during an 
important meeting.  

 
The twist is former President Donald Trump had the right to call the troops 
and have them protect the capitol. However, he decided not to do that which 
caused the attack to get even more brutal than it already was. Five people 
died because of this, and it seems like former President Donald Trump let 
this happen.  

     The attack that happened that day probably was not a coincidence. Maybe 
it was all secretly planned. The main idea is to know that this problem at the 
capitol on January 6th could have been easily solved. However, it was not, 
and it ended in a mess that will be ridiculously hard to forget. 
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Gloriya Jones used addition, subtraction, Arrow Way, 
reading and writing skills to solve these story problems. 
 
 
 
 
Kathy and Lucy like to read books.                        Jerry made 200 pizzas. 

Lucy read 51 pages.      He sold some of them and kept some of them. 

Kathy read 15 fewer pages than Lucy.             Jerry kept 57 pizzas. 

How many pages did Kathy read?    How many did he sell? 
 
 
 

 
  

  
  

 

 

Reading, Writing & ‘Rithmitic 
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If You Ask Me 
 
Hi, 
I'm Marie Ruggero and I'm the Advice Columnist for the Pulaski Post. 
  
What that means is if you have any conflict/resolution issues you 
want help with, you can ask me. For example, if you are concerned about 
getting better with your peers, improving your citizenship marks, or 
just need help making a decision about these kinds of things, I may 
have some pretty good ideas on how to do that. Even though I do not give 
advice on personal matters, I know a lot about school related stuff. Just 
send your letters to me at:  
Marie.Ruggero8358@thedps.org Put Pulaski Post in the subject line. 
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By Samiyah Howard 

 

 

 

 
 

 

By Brielle Crutcher 
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The Great Martin Luther King Jr. 

by Ariel Berry 

 

 

As we all know, Martin Luther King Jr. is a Black person who 

let Black and White people have their rights. January 15th would 

have been his 92nd birthday. RIP our Black king. 

He entered college at age 15 and received his doctorate in 

Systematic Theology. He was also imprisoned nearly 30 times and 

narrowly escaped assassination. He inspired people around the 

world with a message of peaceful resistance and racial equality. 

Martin Luther King Jr. also helped people do what they 

wanted. He wrote the famous speech, “I HAVE A DREAM”, which 

he said in front of the Lincoln Memorial on August 28th, 1963. 
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Netiquette 

  

So you may say, what is Netiquette?  
It is a combination of etiquette--the correct or 

acceptable way to behave, and the Internet—online 

connection of computers, tablets, and cell phones. This 

means Netiquette is the correct or acceptable way to 

behave online. 

  

Why practice Netiquette? 
• Makes our parents and teachers proud 

• Makes our peers and friends enjoy our chats and 

messages 

• Shows the world how great we are 

• Gives us more ways to learn and have fun 

  

  

How to practice Netiquette? 
• Log in on time 

• Keep mikes muted when not talking 

• If possible, find a quiet spot to learn 

• Raise your virtual hand or chat to ask 

questions or make comments 

• Stay focused on your teachers, peers and lessons 

• Keep comments positive and respectful 

• Log out when meetings are over 

 

THINK BEFORE YOU CLICK 
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Civil Discourse 

 

Steps to Civil Discourse: 

1. Identify the Problem 
2. Suggest Solutions for the Problem 
3. Attempt to Solve the Problem 

According to Blake, civil discourse is: 
Identify  

the cause of the problem  
Suggest  

solutions for the problem  
Attempt  

           to solve the problem  

In fact, court proceedings are set up to     Create spaces for civil dialogues            Don’t diminish a 

promote effective civil discourse. …          2020 Presidential elections button        person’s dignity. 

 

How to engage in civil discourse                 Focus on issues                                         Don’t stifle a person’s 

                                                                           Open dialogue                                                 ability to engage in  

                                                                                                                                               dialogue. 

                                                                                                                                             No name calling 

Here is Kevin’s story 

Identify  
the cause of the problem  

Suggest  
solutions for the problem  

Attempt  
           to solve the problem  

Covid 19                                                    Coronavirus test                                        Stay 6 feet away   

                                                                         Use hand sanitizer                                    Wipe areas with bleach                                                 

                                                                         Stay home                                                  Get the vaccine 

                                                                         Wear masks                                                Close businesses           

                                                                                 

Here is Carolyn’s story 

Identify  
the cause of the problem  

Suggest  
solutions for the problem  

Attempt  
           to solve the problem  

House fire caused by a candle                 Get a fire extinguisher                               Put the fire out 

Here is Mahogany’s story 

Identify  
the cause of the problem  

Suggest  
solutions for the problem  

Attempt  
           to solve the problem  

Talking out of turn                                       To be nice and listen when others are    Be more civil discourse.  

                                                                        talking and be more civil discourse. 

And not being nice.  
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Here is Andy’s story 

Identify  
the cause of the problem  

Suggest  
solutions for the problem  

Attempt  
           to solve the problem  

When the kids are outside then                They were trying to say sorry to              They forgive them for  

someone made you fell and your shirt    them and they were solving how to         what they did to them  

and pants get dirty and the kid who         say sorry to them for making them          and it took a lot of  

made you fell said sorry and they             fall. They tried a lot of times then             attempts to make them 

do not forgive them.                                    it worked.                                                      forgive them. 

 

Here is Nevaeh Jones-Wilder’s story 

Identify  
the cause of the problem  

Suggest  
solutions for the problem  

Attempt  
           to solve the problem  

I think that we have too much Black on          Controlling their anger                        I think that if people                      

Black crime going on in the world on               Walking away                                       attempt to be more 

top of all the other crimes and problems.      Saying nice things or nothing             mindful, kind, loving  

                                                                                at all                                                        and caring for others, it 

                                                                                Be helpful                                               can help and go a long                                              

                                                                                                       way in the world  

Here is Iyana’s story 

Identify  
the cause of the problem  

Suggest  
solutions for the problem  

Attempt  
           to solve the problem  

The cops being racist and was shooting     Body cameras put on the police             Stop racism and treat  

Black people that they pulled over.            and they cars.                                             each other equal no 

                                                                           Have an extra police around when        matter the skin color. 

                                                     people get pulled over. 

Cedria’s story 

Identify  
the cause of the problem  

Suggest  
solutions for the problem  

Attempt  
           to solve the problem  

Trash in the ocean                                         Pick up trash and don’t throw                   Cleaning the ocean    

                                                                          plastic bags or any trash in the                  and trash you see on  

                                                                          ocean.                                                             the ground 
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Always Honor Those That Paved the Way 

 

Celebrate 

 

Black History Month 

  

 

  

Greetings Pulaski Scholars, Staff and Families,   

I am delighted to include my perspective each month for our Pulaski 

Community.   

PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT  

It is essential for parents and families to actively engage in their student’s 

education. This has been extremely difficult during the last 11 months. The 

pandemic has placed a great deal of stress on families as well as our educators. 

However, we must work together. Parents and families I need you to ensure 

the following so that our scholars receive a quality education:  

1. Ensure your scholar attends school daily; 7:30-2:40  

2.Ensure assignments are submitted through TEAMS and/or Schoology  

3.Ensure your scholars technology is working properly  

4.Communicate with your scholar's teacher regularly. Staff are always willing to 

assist.  

5.Commit to working collaboratively with Pulaski School to ensure the best 

outcome for our scholars. We all must be accountable.  

6.Attend Round Table Talk with Principal Smith-Dean on the 3rd Tuesday of 

each month via zoom  

If you need to speak with me directly please contact the school office at 313 

866-7022 or email me at tyra.smith-dean@detroitk12.org.   
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